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Miya Ando
• Abstract Art,Minimal Art • Jasmine Lark

The forging of a Japanese sword is a subtle and careful process, an art

that has developed over the centuries and has always been a means

of respect. In the family of a New York-based contemporary artist
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TRENDING ARTISTS

Miya Ando, making swords has been an important part of the family

identity, mythology and history. Being a descendant of Bizen sword

makers both impacted and informed her path as an artist. Over the

years, she has become widely known for her metal canvases and

sculptures that combine re�ectivity and light with such metals as

aluminum and steel.

  

Miya Ando – Cerulean Leaf Mandala, 2015 (Left) / Forest Green Meditation Leaf

Mandala, 2015 (Right)

 

Miya Ando’s Background
Born in California to a Russian-American father and Japanese mother,

Miya Ando spent her childhood within two distinct cultures – sword

smiths and Buddhist priests in a temple in Okayama, Japan, and in a

redwood forest in Santa Cruz, California. Ando received a bachelor

degree in East Asian Studies from the University of California at

Berkeley in 1996 and attended Yale University to study Buddhist
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Berkeley in 1996 and attended Yale University to study Buddhist

iconography and imagery. Realizing she wants to make – not analyze –

art, Ando left a Master’s in East Asian Studies at Yale and moved to

Japan for six months. There, Miya apprenticed at the master

metalsmith Hattori Studio in Japan, followed by a residency at

Northern California’s Public Art Academy in 2009.

  

Miya Ando – Komorebi (Light Flitering Through the Trees), 2016 (Left) / Ephemeral

Blue White, 2013 (Right)

 

Abstract Metal Paintings
A centuries-old trade of the transformation of metal Miya Ando is

pushing into the modern world using heat and chemicals to transform

sheets of burnished industrial steel into ephemeral abstractions

su�used with subtle gradations of color. Guided by strong family

relationships, a deep connection to nature, and time spent living in a

Buddhist temple, she produces pieces that articulate themes of

contradiction and juxtaposition of ideas. The results of Miya practice
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contradiction and juxtaposition of ideas. The results of Miya practice

are mirrored abstract metal paintings that dance with light in subtle

ways.

  

Miya Ando – Winter Blue Re�ection, 2014 (Left) / Emptiness the Sky Faint Pink, 2014

(Right)

 

After 9/11
Miya Ando’s public commissions include projects in South Korea, New

York, California, and most notably a commemorative sculpture in

London called After 9/11, in which she utilized 30-foot tall pieces of

steel recovered from the World Trade Center Buildings after the

September 11 attacks. The sculpture meant to honor the 67 British

citizens who died in the attacks, is installed permanently at Zaha

Hadid’s Aquatic Centre in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in London.

The piece was unveiled by London Mayor Boris Johnson.
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Miya Ando and London Mayor Boris Johnson at After 9 11 Memorial Sculpture

unveiling, London, UK, 2015

 

Ando at the 56th Venice Biennale
Miya Ando’s large-scale installation piece Emptiness the Sky (Shou Sugi

Ban) was featured in the 56th Venice Biennale, in the Frontiers

Reimagined exhibition at the Museo Di Palazzo Grimani. Emptiness the

Sky or Shou Sugi Ban is a free-standing room clad on the outside walls

with Shou Sugi Ban, a charred wood which is used in construction in

Okayama, Japan where Miya spent time as a child. It is believed that

Shou Sugi Ban charred wood prevents �res, as the charred wood is

less �ammable than regular timber. The inside of the Shou Sugi Ban

installation is covered in wall to ceiling paintings on metal, creating an

immersive environment. The 84×84-inch structure is inspired by

traditional Japanese tea rooms – Chashitsu.
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Miya Ando – Emptiness the Sky (Shou Sugi Ban) for Frontiers Reimagined Venice

Biennale, 2015

 

Evenings Series
Miya Ando’s art has been included in numerous shows in galleries and

museums throughout Los Angeles, New York, Seattle, Paris, Berlin,

Tokyo, and Australia, among others. In one of her recent solo

exhibitions Evenings at Madison Gallery in La Jolla, California, Miya

presented her body of work inspired by the light. Exploring transitory

nature of time and place, she focused on the passing of the day into

the hush quietness of the evening. Capturing �eeting moments in

time – a split second �ash of light – she depicted the afternoon sky

before �nally falling quietly into the horizon.



before �nally falling quietly into the horizon.

 

“My interest is in the idea of impermanence; the works in
the Evenings exhibition are inspired by the language of
light as something which has a �eeting quality” – Miya

Ando

Miya Ando – Evening Cartagena, 2014 (Left) / Evening Caramel, 2014 (Right)

 

Hyper-Minimalist Landscapes
The youthful artist has been the recipient of many awards including

the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant in 2012, the Thanatopolis

Special Artist Award and Public Outdoor Commission Winner and

Pu�n Foundation Grant winner. Known for her subtle works on

aluminum and steel created using heat, sandpaper, grinders, and

acid, Ando continues to alter the material leaving behind stunning

hyper-minimalist landscapes of graduated color and a perceived

duality of hard/cold and soft/warm.
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Miya Ando lives and works in New York.
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